Fabrication of Multiscale-Structure Wafer-Level Microlens Array Mold
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Abstract: The design and manufacture of cost-effective miniaturized optics at wafer level, using advanced semiconductor-like techniques, enables the production of reduced form-factor camera modules for optical devices. However, suppressing the Fresnel reflection of wafer-level microlenses is a major challenge. Moth-eye nanostructures not only satisfy the antireflection requirement of microlens arrays, but also overcome the problem of coating fracture. This novel fabrication process, based on a precision wafer-level microlens array mold, is designed to meet the demand for small form factors, high resolution, and cost effectiveness. In this study, three different kinds of aluminum material, namely 6061-T6 aluminum alloy, high-purity polycrystalline aluminum, and pure nanocrystalline aluminum were used to fabricate microlens array molds with uniform nanostructures. Of these three materials, the pure nanocrystalline aluminum microlens array mold exhibited a uniform nanostructure and met the optical requirements. This study lays a solid foundation for the industrial acceptance of novel and functional multiscale-structure wafer-level microlens arrays and provides a practical method for the low-cost manufacture of large, high-quality wafer-level molds.
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1. Introduction

Microlens arrays (MLA) are fundamental micro-optical elements composed of a series of lenslets, with diameters ranging from several micrometers to several millimeters, that are arranged in a certain configuration. They are used in diverse applications, such as micro-optical collimation, diffusion lighting, three-dimensional (3D) imaging, light homogenization, and wavefront sensing [1–6]. Wafer-level MLA fabrication is of special interest in the manufacture of mobile phone or augmented reality eye-tracking cameras, in which the wafer-stacking process is used to achieve the parallel fabrication of thousands of compact camera modules [7,8]. However, Fresnel surface reflection loss is still an issue in wafer-level MLA applications. Various antireflection (AR) technologies have been used to suppress surface reflection, including single or multilayer dielectric coatings and subwavelength textured surfaces [9]. Dielectric coatings are currently used in wafer-level MLAs; however, 4–8” diameter wafer-level MLAs are only several hundred microns thick, giving a high probability of wafer warpage during the coating deposition process [10]. Wafer warpage may have a considerable negative impact on wafer registration. Moreover, microcamera modules are required to withstand high-temperature reflow processes for subsequent soldering onto circuit boards. Dielectric AR coatings are unsuitable for this process, since the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) mismatch between the
AR coating and the base microlens material can lead to coating fracture [6,9,10]. There are previous studies that report the fabrication of AR moth-eye nanostructures on a single lens or on flexible material-based samples [11–13]. In this paper, we have proposed the fabrication of AR moth-eye nanostructures onto wafer-level MLAs; these nanostructures not only satisfy the AR requirement of the wafer MLA, but also overcome the problem of coating fracture during thermal reflow processes.

For economic reasons, MLAs are usually manufactured by melting photoresist, ultraviolet (UV) imprinting, injection molding, two-photon polymerization, or other batch processes [14–19]. Melting of the photoresist layer provides a simple and practical method for MLA fabrication, but this conventional process is limited by the high relief depth of the MLA. In addition, it is difficult to control the surface-shape error of microlenses [20]. In contrast, a high-precision MLA mold is used in the UV-imprinting process, which is followed by UV-curing the photoresist layer [16], and in the injection-molding process, in which soft optical resin material is injected into the mold to obtain MLAs with the desired optical properties. Since the width to thickness ratio of the wafer MLA is very large, the mold-based UV-imprint process is currently used in industrial wafer MLA manufacturing. Using high-precision MLA molds provides simple-processing, low-cost, and easier mass production of complex aspherical MLAs. Ultraprecision machining is capable of directly producing metal optical surface molds [21–25] in the different shapes that are required for various wafer-level MLA applications, such as spherical, aspherical, or freeform microlens surfaces.

In order to combine moth-eye nanostructures with the wafer-level MLA-mold fabrication method, a multiscale-structure wafer-level MLA mold is proposed, which encompasses hundreds of nanometer-level structured arrays for AR construction, hundreds of micrometer-level MLAs for camera imaging, and finally hundreds of millimeter-level wafer substrates for wafer-level camera manufacture.

In this study, three different materials, namely 6061-T6 aluminum alloy, high-purity polycrystalline aluminum, and pure nanocrystalline aluminum were used as substrates to fabricate MLA molds with an aspherical design, using ultraprecision machining. Then, each mold was treated with a self-assembly process based on anodic aluminum oxidation (AAO) to generate nanostructures over the mold surface. Optical and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) measurements were performed on the three types of multiscale molds. The multiscale mold fabricated using pure nanocrystalline aluminum material exhibited uniform nanostructures, and the optical measurements demonstrated that both the profile peak-to-valley (PV) error of the lenslet and the surface roughness met the optical requirements.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Fabrication Process

The wafer-level MLA is a thin, 4–8” diameter wafer, distributed with thousands of microlenses. As shown in Figure 1, the UV-curable resin-based imprint process transfers the microlens shape on the metal mold to a glass wafer substrate, which is free of high pressure, and then the wafer-level microlens array is released from the mold after curing. Several MLA wafers can be stack-assembled and cut into thousands of multisurface lens modules, resulting in very compact microcameras or camera arrays [26]. Currently, the wafer-level MLA process is mainly used to fabricate compact lens modules for low-resolution near-infrared (NIR) eye-ball tracking cameras or disposable endoscope modules. The general requirements of MLA surface characteristics are a PV error <0.5 µm with a sharp edge, a surface roughness (Sa) <20 nm, and a Fresnel reflectivity <1% to increase sensitivity and avoid ghost images. The wafer-level MLA mold is one of the core components in the whole process. Here, the fabrication of wafer-level MLA molds is followed by an AAO-based self-assembly process to provide periodically arranged nanostructuring.
However, it needs to be clarified whether the AAO process was carried out using H3PO4 and H2CrO4 or another solution. The mold material is the most crucial influencing factor. Metal materials that are used conventionally in diamond machining are usually high-ductility metals, such as aluminum and its alloys, copper alloys, and electroless nickel. Here, considering the further fabrication of nanostructures, various aluminum materials were selected as candidates for mold materials, namely 6061-T6 aluminum alloy, high-purity polycrystalline aluminum, and pure nanocrystalline aluminum.

Wafer-level MLA trial molds based on these aluminum materials were diamond-machined and evaluated according to the mold requirements. For the following machining tests, we designed the MLA aspherical shape with the cavity aperture at 1.0 mm and the sag at 85 µm. 6061-T6 aluminum alloy is the most widely diamond-machined material owing to its relatively high ductility and strength. A 6061-T6 4” MLA mold with a 20 × 20 array was machined via the SSS process. The nose radius of the single-point diamond tool was 0.3 mm, the spindle rotational speed was ~100 rpm, and the diamond tool traveled from the periphery to the center of the mold at a speed of 1 mm/min. The depth of the cut for a rough cut was 70 µm, the semifinished depth of the cut was 8 µm, and the finished depth of the cut was 2 µm. Next, a high-purity polycrystalline aluminum pin mold was machined via the traditional diamond-turning method. Finally, we adopted the micromilling process for the 2” pure nanocrystalline aluminum MLA mold to create a dense lenslet array.

To generate a uniform layer of nanostructures on the MLA mold, we adopted the two-step AAO process, which is widely used for nanoporous template applications [28,29]. In the AAO experiments, we investigated characteristics, such as pore size, interpore distance, and nanolayer thickness, by varying the applied voltage, electrolyte concentration, and reaction time. In the first anodization step, the clean MLA mold was anodized in oxalic acid solution at 25 °C, the voltage was set at 40–50 V, and then a mixed solution of H3PO4 and H2CrO4 was used to remove the oxidized layer. Then, a pore-widening process was carried out using H3PO4 for 30 min. After optimizing the parameters of the anodization process, the nanostructured mold was finally fabricated with an average pore diameter of ~100 nm and a spatial period of ~120 nm. However, it needs to be clarified whether the AAO process...
is effective on curved array surfaces and whether the process will destroy the surface accuracy and
roughness of mirror-quality precision molds.

2.2. Characterization

The proposed multiscale wafer-level MLA mold needed to satisfy the requirements for the lens
mold profile, the surface roughness, and the nanostructure quality of the curved lens mold. The surface
profiles of the MLA mold trial samples were obtained using a phase grating interferometer (PGI)
Dimension stylus profiler (Taylor Hobson, Leicester, UK). The surface roughness was measured using
a white light interference microscope (GTK-contour, Bruker, Billica, MA, USA), based on regional
topography (Sa). Finally, the surface nanostructure morphology of the molds was characterized using
a Zeiss SEM (Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH, Jena, Germany), after the AAO process.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. 6061-T6 Aluminum Alloy MLA Mold

Figure 2a shows a photograph of the MLA mold fabricated with 6061-T6 aluminum alloy. Visual
inspection did not indicate any surface artifacts, such as tool marks or haze, indicating that a true
optical surface finish was achieved. Figure 2b demonstrates that the boundary of the lenslet has a
sharp appearance with neither tool marks nor a tool tracking error. Figure 2c shows the surface 3D
microtopology of the lenslet apex region. Curvature and tilt were removed from the measurement
results to better represent the high spatial frequency of the surface texture. The surface roughness of
the mold was 4.932 nm—this value meets the requirements for optical surface applications.

Figure 2. Finished 6061-T6 aluminum alloy mold: (a) photograph of the processed sample of the dense
microlens array (MLA) mold (20 × 20 array), (b) edge profile of the processed sample, and (c) surface
roughness of the aluminum alloy MLA mold (Sa = 4.932 nm).
We then applied the AAO process to generate a uniform layer of nanostructures on the aluminum alloy MLA mold, as mentioned above. 6061-T6 aluminum alloy contains a variety of alloying elements, including magnesium and silicon. During the anodizing process, these alloying elements react to form nonuniform random nanopores and partial defects, as shown in Figure 3. At the same time, the nanopores are not uniform in either shape or depth. The nanostructured surface thus turns into a nonspecular surface. Therefore, the 6061-T6 MLA mold can meet the requirements of an optical mold, but it is not suitable for fabricating nanostructured MLAs.

![Image of the nanostructured 6061-T6 MLA mold](image)

**Figure 3.** Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the nanostructured 6061-T6 MLA mold.

### 3.2. High-Purity Polycrystalline Aluminum Pin Mold

To avoid the formation of nonuniform nanostructures due to alloy impurities, high-purity polycrystalline aluminum (with a purity of over 99.99%) was used as the mold material in the subsequent experiment. However, during the single-point diamond SSS-turning process, the cutting edge of the diamond tool was severely damaged, because the pure polycrystalline aluminum was too soft for single-point SSS turning. Hence, a wafer-level MLA mold meeting the optical requirements could not be obtained. Therefore, a pure polycrystalline aluminum optical mold was fabricated via the pin-mold mode, as shown in Figure 4a. Pin molds can be used to fabricate wafer MLAs via a slower step and flash process. Since each pin mold contains only a single lens cavity, the traditional high-speed single-point diamond-turning method can be used. Figure 4b shows the edge profile of the pin mold—it has a sharp appearance. The surface roughness of the lenslet region was 3.632 nm (Figure 4c), which meets the requirements for optical applications.

![Image of the pin mold and its edge profile](image)

**Figure 4.** Cont.
The high-purity polycrystalline aluminum pin mold was treated with the AAO process. Figure 5a shows a SEM image of the lenslet apex region. A hexagonal lattice with well-defined nanopores was formed as desired, exhibiting a fundamental pitch of 120 nm and a pore diameter of ~90 nm. The results of the surface roughness measurements are shown in Figure 5b, which demonstrate that the pin mold meets the requirements for optical applications (Sa = 9.161 nm). However, it also indicates that the polycrystalline aluminum surface is composed of multiple microsized grains. Figure 5c shows the 3D microtopology of the lens mold after one replication, which clearly indicates a surface profile deformation due to grain interfacial sliding under the demolding force. Consequently, the poor strength and shape stability of the pure crystalline pin mold restrict its application in wafer MLA manufacturing.

Figure 4. Finished high-purity polycrystalline aluminum pin mold: (a) photograph of the processed sample of the pin mold, (b) edge profile of the processed sample, and (c) surface roughness of the polycrystalline aluminum pin mold (Sa = 3.632 nm).

Figure 5. (a) SEM image of the lenslet mold apex region. (b) Surface roughness of the nanostructured pin mold (Sa = 9.161 nm). (c) The lens mold 3D microtopology after one replication (Sa = 48.939 nm).
3.3. Pure Nanocrystalline Aluminum MLA Mold with Dense Array

After numerous trials to identify the right material, such as single crystal/polycrystalline pure aluminum and different aluminum alloys, an aluminum alloy (6061-T6) substrate electroplated with ~0.3 mm-thick pure aluminum consisting of nanosized grains (AlumiPlate, Coon Rapids, MN, US) was finally selected as the mold material, by considering the requirements of both the ultraprecision machining process and the subsequent AAO process. The strength of the 6061-T6 alloy substrate assures the shape stability of the mold, while the pure nanocrystalline-plated layer simultaneously supports the generation of a uniform nanopore layer without impurity defects. A 2” wafer mold was fabricated to validate the process. First, a flat optical surface was created on the aluminum substrate by a diamond-turning process, as shown in Figure 6a. Next, a concave MLA with a dense array was machined by micromilling using a high-speed air-bearing spindle. The measured results demonstrated that the boundary of the lenslets had a sharp appearance, as shown in Figure 6b. The surface roughness of the lenslet was 3.362 nm, as shown in Figure 6c. We then adopted the AAO process to obtain the pure nanocrystalline aluminum-dense MLA mold with nanostructures, as shown in Figure 6d.

![Figure 6](image_url)

**Figure 6.** Different stages in the fabrication of the hybrid-structure microlens array (MLA) metal wafer mold: photographs of (a) the flat mirror surface obtained by diamond-turning and (b) the micromilled MLA mold cavities on the substrate and edge profile of the processed sample, (c) the MLA mold 3D surface finish of the lenslet apex region without nanostructures (Sa = 3.362 nm), and (d) the final MLA mold with antireflection nanostructures, which was fabricated using the anodic aluminum oxidation (AAO) process.

The SEM images of the mold nanostructure, in Figure 7, show the uniformity of the nanoporous layer on the MLA mold cavity, both at the apex flat region and the lens boundary region. Cross-sectional SEM images of the thick metal mold were difficult to record, so Figure 7d shows a SEM image of a nanostructured sheet plate sample that was fabricated using the same process parameters as those of the metal mold. The nanostructures exhibited a V-shaped cross section with an average pore...
diameter of ~100 nm and a spatial period of ~120 nm, as shown in Figure 7d. Figure 8a shows the lens profile error of the lenslet mold with AR nanostructures—the PV error is ~0.098 μm, which indicates that the AAO process has little negative impact on the mold profile. The surface roughness of the nanostructured mold was measured to be 15.683 nm, as shown in Figure 8b, and the mold surface displays almost the same visual mirror quality as before the AAO treatment. The results of the surface profile and the surface roughness measurements showed that the MLA mold of pure nanocrystalline aluminum meets the optical requirements even after the nanostructuring treatment, and it paves the way for a further study to replicate a multiscale wafer-level MLA with an inherent AR capability.

![SEM images of the nanostructured MLA mold](image1)

**Figure 7.** (a) SEM images of the nanostructured MLA mold. (b) High-magnification SEM image of the lenslet apex region. (c) High-magnification SEM image of the lenslet boundary region, with the boundary being indicated by the dashed line. (d) Cross-sectional SEM image of the nanopores.

![Stylus profile measurement results](image2)

**Figure 8.** (a) Stylus profile measurement results of the lenslet mold with nanostructures (peak-to-valley (PV) error = 0.0985 μm). (b) Surface roughness of the MLA mold with nanostructures (Sa = 15.683 nm).
4. Conclusions

In this study, three different aluminum materials were selected to fabricate multiscale wafer-level MLA molds with uniform nanostructures. After the trials with different materials, a 6061-T6 substrate, electroplated with pure aluminum consisting of nanosized grains (US proprietary), was identified to satisfy the requirements of both lens mold quality and uniform nanostructure. We demonstrated the fabrication of a high-quality, multiscale-structure wafer-level MLA mold using ultraprecision machining and self-assembling AAO processes, which produced hundreds of accurate aspherical microlens cavities and a uniform layer of AR nanostructures on the mold surface. The surface measurements indicated that the fabricated mold met the requirements for precision optical applications.

Compared with the former reports of AR nanostructured planar or flexible material molds, for the first time, this study generated AR nanostructures on a hard mold with densely arrayed lens surfaces and quantitatively evaluated its quality based on lens requirements. This study is expected to benefit the industrial production of novel and functional multiscale-structure wafer-level MLAs, as it provides a practical method for the manufacture of large wafer-level molds with high-quality and uniform nanostructures.
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